
Website:

www.finexpert.io/en/

Technologies:

Python, Django, Celery, Vue.js, 
PostgreSQL, Webpack, Sass

Timeframe:

2017 - now
Product:

Loan management software

Canadian FinTech Company 
Finds Remote CTO in 

Ukraine
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Introduction
Since 2017, a Canadian Quebec-based company works with 

Mobilunity on Dedicated Development Team model. Having 

their remote development team expanding and shrinking to 

the sizes of 5-6 team members, the client was capable of 

building their very own product with a very defined demand 

on the market. A product solving FinTech’s industry needs 

has already gained its popularity, and shifted into fast growth 

stage with ambitious plans to double their team in the close 

future.

Jimmy

Founder at FinExpert
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Framing the newly built product into a new organization with all 

key roles covered was a primary challenge for our Client. With 

CEO being Canadian-based, it was critically important to identify 

and agree on who will be leading technology side of the product 

in such a competitive and hi-tech industry as FinTech is.

Challenge
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Solution Anton

CTO at FinExpert

3+ years of fruitful collaboration between the Client and their first 

and key software engineer provided by Mobilunity was a serious 

reason to consider suggesting a role of new company’s CTO to 

Anton, who was not only a part of the team from the very start of 

the product’s development, but also a key decision maker on 

technological matters related to the product.

Since 2021 start, Anton’s realm is described as:

Define and supervise product’s architecture, product’s 

scalability and productivity.

Lead and personally supervise team extension process.

Ensure that the technology aspect of the product meets its 

current and future needs.
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As a company CTO, Anton has participated in a 

recruitment video session explaining to all 

potential candidates, who are applying for 

FinExpert vacancies, advantages of 

collaboration with FinExpert.



FinExpert values effective results and our Kyiv CTO put on the 

table all his expertise to help the Client’s product succeed. Due 

to the fruitful collaboration with Anton and his valuable 

contribution,  

. This fact only proves the intent for 

lasting cooperation with Anton as a CTO and the whole 

Ukrainian remote team, which keeps extending.

FinExpert management team offered Ukrainian 

CTO having equity in a company in the form of a fixed percent 

from recurring revenues

Building Lasting 
Relationships
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Our CTO is located in Kyiv. He is doing 
such an amazing job, he is such a nice 
guy and we are looking for people to team 
up with him in order to scale our solution 
and become the leader of the industry.

Jimmy

Founder at FinExpert
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To find out more about Mobilunity services and to request additional references, please 

reach out to us at sales@mobilunity.com

www.mobilunity.com

Let’s discuss building your dedicated team


On the position of company’s CTO, I have chosen 
to concentrate all my expertise and efforts on 
FinExpert solely to develop its already solid 
product into the successful SaaS solution.

Anton

CTO at FinExpert


